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PART A — (10  2 = 20 marks) 

1. If a random variable X takes values 1, 2, 3, 4 such that  
       4532312  XPXPXPXP . Find the probability distribution  

of X. 

2. Find the moment generating function of Poisson distribution. 

3. The joint pdf of ),( yxRV  is given by    22

, yxxyekyxf  ; 0,0  yx . Find 
the value of k. 

4. Given the XR   with density function  

 


 


elsewhere

xx
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)(   Find the pdf of 38xy  .  

5. Define first-order stationary processes. 

6. Suppose that )(tX  is a Gaussian process with  2.05)(,2  eRXXx , find 
the probability that 1)4( X .  
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7. Find the variance of the stationary process )}({ tX  whose auto correlation 

function is given by  242)(  eRXX .  

8. Prove that for a WSS process ),()},({ ttRtX XX  is an even function of  .  

9. Define a linear time invariant system. 

10. State the convolution form of the output of a linear time invariant system. 

PART B — (5  16 = 80 marks) 

11. (a) (i) The members of a girl scout troop are selling cookies from house to 
house in town. The probability that they sell a set of cookies at any 
house they visit is 0.4. 

(1) If they visit 8 houses in one evening, what is the probability 
that they sold cookies to exactly five of these houses? 

   (2) If they visited 8 houses in one evening, what is the expected 
number of sets of cookies they sold? 

   (3) What is the probability that they sold their set of cookies 
atmost in the sixth house they visited? (8) 

  (ii) Suppose X has an exponential distribution with mean equal to 10. 
Find the value of x such that 95.0)(  xxP .  (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) If the moments of a random variable X are defined by 6.0)( rXE , 
...2,1r  Show that 4.0)0( XP , 6.0)1( XP  and 

0)2( XP .    (8) 

  (ii) Find the probability density function of the random variable 2xy   
where X  is the standard normal variate.  (8) 

12. (a) (i) State and prove central limit theorem for iid RVs. (8) 

(ii) If X and Y are independent RVs with pdfs  0;  xe x  and ;ye  

0y , respectively, find the pdfs of 
YX

XU


  and YXV  . Are 

U  and V  independent?    (8) 

Or 

 (b) The joint probability mass function of ),( YX  is given by 
)32(),( yxkyxp  , ;2,1,0x  3,2,1y . Find all the marginal and 

conditional probability distributions. Also find the probability 
distribution of )( YX  .    (16) 
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13. (a) (i) The process )}({ tX  whose probability distribution under certain 
condition is given by 
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   Find the mean and variance of the process. Is the process first-order 
stationary?   (8) 

  (ii) If the WSS process )}({ tX  is given by )100cos(10)(  ttX , where 
  is uniformly distributed over ),(  , prove that )}({ tX  is 
correlation ergodic.    (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) If the process }0);({ ttX  is a Poisson process with parameter  , 
obtain ])([ ntXP  . Is the process first order stationary? (8) 

  (ii) Prove that a random telegraph signal process )()( tXtY   is a Wide 
Sense Stationary Process when   is a random variable which is 
independent of )(tX , assumes values 1  and 1  with equal 

probability and 212
21 ),( tt

XX ettR   .  (8) 

14. (a) (i) Define spectral density of a stationary random process )(tX . Prove 
that for a real random process )(tX the power spectral density is an 
even function.   (8) 

  (ii) Two random processes )(tX  and )(tY  are defined as follows:    

   )cos()(  wtAtX  and )sin()(  wtBtY  where BA,  and w  are 
constants;   is a uniform random variable over )2,0(  . Find the 
cross correlation function of )(tX  and )(tY . (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) State and prove Wiener — Khintchine theorem. (8) 

(ii) If the cross power spectral density of )(tX  and )(tY  is 

   




 


otherwise

wibwawSXY
0

0,;
)(


  where a  and b  are constants. 

Find the cross correlation function. (8) 
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15.  (a) (i) Prove that if the input to a time-invariant stable linear system is a 
wide sense process then the output also is a wide sense process.  (8) 

   (ii) A random process  tX  with    2 eRXX  is the input to a linear 

system whose impulse response is   teth  2 , 0t . Find the cross 
correlation coefficient  XYR  between the input process  tX  and 
output process  tY .    (8) 

Or 

  (b) (i) Let  tX  be a wide sense stationary process which is the input to a 
linear time invariant system with unit impulse  th  and output 

 tY . Prove that      wSwHwS XXYY
2  where  wH  is the Fourier 

transform of  th .    (8) 

   (ii) Let      tNtXtY   be a wide sense stationary process where  tX  
is the actual signal and  tN  is the zero mean noise process with 

variance 2
N , and independent of  tX . Find the power spectral 

density of  tY .   (8) 
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